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The development of early techniques in microbiology
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The German Physician Robert Koch 
developed many microbiological techniques
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Colonel Sir Francis Bolton, RE, CE,
Examiner of Water Supply for the Metropolis
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They Called Thames Water as Monster Soup
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British Water Analysts : Bacteria causes Waterborne Disseases (`80s)

Waterborne diseases are caused by pathogenic microorganisms that most commonly are

transmitted in contaminated fresh water. Infection commonly results during bathing, washing,

drinking, in the preparation of food, or the consumption of food thus infected.
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Worrying About Germs (1878-1886)

Microorganisms causing diseases that characteristically are waterborne prominently

include protozoa and bacteria, many of which are intestinal parasites, or invade the tissues or

circulatory system through walls of the digestive tract. Various other waterborne diseases are

caused by viruses
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Worrying About Germs (1878-1886)

• Early 1870 : It was not clear that the germs were bacteria

• March 1878 : The water bill was promoted by Cheltenham Coorporation Water Committee to

purchase high purity water from private water company

• Prior to 1880 : Issue in water purification technologies. Water analysts were mainly concerned to

quality of water based on chemistry

• 1880 : Chemical analysis had been taken as far as it seemed useful to go

• 1880 : British Water Analists were increasingly concerned to Measure Waterborne Germs

• 1880 : Bacteriological aspects of water filter were discussed in Insititute of Civil Engineers.

They used spongy iron in water purification, but in fact it did not kill all of bacteria.

• As late as 1886 : Charles Meymott Tidy was still doubting the reality of Germs.

He demanded that so-called chlorella germ should be put on the table before
him before he would aknowledge its existence
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Blundering Toward Enlightenment, Robert Angus Smith (1882-1883)

• Unsual in being fully conservants with the perpective

Of Pasteur and Koch, and

• He saw the implication of their works in water analysis

• He performed experiment using Gelatine (Koch) to

culture bacteria in water.

• Smith was unsure what to make of his results

• The cultures were done in test tubes, and it was hard to

count the colonies

• The dept of the tubes made it likely that some aerobic

forms would not develop

• He predicted that some such bacteriological processes

will supersede chemical water analysis
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The coming of Plate Cultures (1884)
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The Transformation of Percy Frankland (1858-1946)

He applied bacteriology to 
water analysis and studied 

the chemical aspects of 
fermentation

In mid 1885 he began using plate cultures

to measure to measure the bacteria-

removing capacities of various filter media



The Value-ladeness of the New Knowledge

Percy Frankland's reports on the numbers of microbes in raw and filtered waterswere touted by the London water companies as
proof of the effectiveness of their purification and the salubrity of the water supply. Most others felt they signified nothing

(J Soc Chem Ind 6 [1887]: 317, 319).
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Contradictory assumptions between Bischof and Frankland

The dialectic of challenge and response between Bischof and Percy
Frankland might seem to provide a superb basis for scientific
advance. Yet it did not. The dialogue between the two never became
an experimental dialogue, but remained instead an exchange of
contradictory assumptions that were ultimately beyond the reach of
experiment. Bischof doubted filters could really be so effective and
saw no reason why they should be awarded the benefit of the doubt.
Frankland saw no reason why they should not be effective. Bischof
saw no reason to think pathogens would be eliminated at the
same rate as harmless bacteria; Frankland saw no reason to
think that filters would not remove pathogens as effectively
as any other forms
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The invasion of the east London water supply by a plague of eels in the mid '80s 
occasioned an outbreak of the partisan science which predominated in nineteenth century water matters

(17th Annual Report of the LGB . Supplement containing
the Report of the MO for 1887, p 124).



The Political Implications of the Possibility of Knowing

It should be clear that discussion of the uses of bacteriological water analysis

was taking place in terms of two interconnected motifs. The first of these had to

do with what qualifications it was necessary to make when accepting the

results of such analyses.

The second motif had to do with the politics of the London water supply.

Here there was a tension (at least as far as water quality was concerned)

between principle and pragmatism. Traditionally the political positions taken on

the London supply by public figures, including scientists, had been extreme.

Either the water was safe or it was dangerous, debilitating, and sometimes lethal.

It might seem that the maturation of determinative bacteriology would end this

war of rival assumptions.
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